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Season 37, Episode 102
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05.23.00 - Tuesday



Elizabeth confides to Emily how clear it was to her that Lucky doesn't want her anymore. Meanwhile, Nikolas finally comes face to face with his brother and is thrilled when Lucky greets him with a warm embrace. Hannah jumps into the passenger seat of A.J.'s car and refuses to budge. At GH, Tony explains to a distraught Sonny why Carly will bleed to death unless they remove the fetus immediately. After the doctor informs him that his unborn child has no chance of surviving outside the womb, Sonny faces a terrible choice as he sits vigil beside Carly's bed. Alone in her studio, Elizabeth accidentally slices open her hand. Edward calls the police to report that his grandson is out driving drunk somewhere on the streets of Port Charles. Jax hurries Chloe to the hospital after she suffers another blinding headache. After bidding a tearful farewell to the child he's already grown to love, Sonny gives the doctors permission to operate. Later, Elizabeth spots Sonny in the waiting room and trie
Quest roles:
No known guest appearances
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unknown


Director:
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Release date:
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